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Alcidion awarded preferred provider for Medications Management
Adelaide, South Australia – Alcidion Group Ltd (ASX: ALC) today announces it has been selected, in
the UK, as the preferred provider for Dartford and Gravesham NHS Trust’s Electronic Prescription
Medications Administration System as a result of a competitive tender process.
Upon final contract, Alcidion will deploy Better by Marand’s OPENeP platform, an electronic medication
management system that is designed to prevent adverse medication related events. In April 2019,
Alcidion was appointed as a reseller partner by Better by Marand for the UK, Australia and New Zealand.
Alcidion Managing Director Kate Quirke said, “We are delighted to extend our existing relationship with
the Dartford and Gravesham NHS Trust. This selection of Alcidion demonstrates the breadth of our
capabilities and our value as the Trust’s strategic partner to support its goal of being Paperless at the
Point of Care by 2020.
“This is the first major tender for which Alcidion has been selected to supply the OPENeP platform. This
demonstrates the power of our expanded portfolio of complementary products and solutions that sit
alongside Miya and Patientrack, enabling us to offer a truly best-of-breed integrated solution that covers
a wide range of clinical needs including next generation medications management.”
This is subject to approval of the business case by the Trust Board and successful negotiation and final
approval of a contract, which is expected in late 2019. It should be noted that Alcidion does not normally
announce the award of preferred provider status, however this information is considered material and
likely to be shared beyond the Trust and Alcidion and hence has been released ahead of a final contract
being signed.
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About Alcidion
Alcidion Group Limited (ASX:ALC) has a simple purpose: to make healthcare better with smart, intuitive
solutions that meet the needs of hospital and allied healthcare, worldwide. The Group consists of three
healthcare software companies; Alcidion Corporation, Patientrack and Smartpage, and MKM Health,
an IT solutions and services provider. Each company brings a complementary set of products and skills
that create a unique offering in the global healthcare market; solutions that support interoperability,
allow communication and task management, and deliver clinical decision support at the point of care to
improve patient outcomes. With over 25 years of combined healthcare experience, the Alcidion Group
of companies brings together the very best in technology and market knowledge to deliver solutions
that make healthcare better for everyone.
www.alcidion.com
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